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Introduction:  Essentials!
Overview of Results!

Recent Published Results!
Preliminary KSπ+π- Results!

Conclusion!

Outline


à  Access to relative D0, D0bar strong phase differences!
à  Directly measure what B analyses need with no models!
à  Useful inputs to CKM γ extractions w/ B → D(*) K(*)  , D(*) π !
à  Also relevant for D mixing!
( and just plain fun to see EPR-like correlations in HEP experiment! ) !

      Model!
Independence	 
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Introduction

Threshold production of charm with e+e-  à  ψ (3770)!
Decays to coherent pair of D mesons  !
       ψ (3770)   à    [   D0        D0bar   -    D0bar   D0    ] / √2        (Eq 1)!
                         =   - [   DCP+ DCP-   -   DCP-   DCP+ ] / √2        (Eq 2)!
!
                                            DCP±  = [   D0    ±    D0bar ] / √2!

Measure various combination of rates for: !
      one decay mode only     à    “single tags”!
      two decay modes            à    “double tags”!
Naïve     Get interference with CP tags since they project !
                    2nd meson into a D0, D0bar superposition (Eq 2)!
Truth      Yes, but we get interference even without CP tags: !
                Terms in Eq 1 already interfere …!
                          ( 1st vs. 2nd D means +z vs. -z along decay axis ) !
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Flavored!
   Flavored semileptonic   K-e+ν, K-μ+ν                       Pure CF!
   Flavored hadronic          K-π+ , K-π+π0, K-π+π+π-      CF + DCSD !
Self-conjugate             !
   2-body CP eigenstate     K-K+, π+π- , KSπ0, …           SCS!
   Multi body                       KSh+h-, KLh+h-                            CF + DCSD!
   Multi body                       K+K-π+π-, π+π-π0                         SCS !
Neither                                      KSK-π+                                                SCS!
Both                                            * not possible * !
    Blue modes: already used for γ    green : future?    [ black: tag only ]!
!
   “h” = K, π!
   CF :      Cabibbo-Favored                                      !
  SCS :    Singly-Cabibbo-Suppressed                                      !
DCSD :  Double-Cabibbo-Supressed (Decay)!

Decay Modes
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Multi-Body “Coherence Factors” 
Simplified Two body:    !
     | A1 + A2|2   =  | A1 

2 + A2 
2 + 2 A1 A2 e-iδ |      1, 2 = CF, DCSD!

Generalization   à   Atwood-Soni :!
   Integrate over Dalitz plot; define real average amplitudes  !
                                                                        [A àA  below ]!
   BUT this requires a “fudge factor” of Re-iδ  for interference term!
Simplified Multi body:    !
     ∫ d Dalitz  |A1 + A2|2      =     | A1 

2 + A2 
2 + 2 R e-iδ A1 A2 |!

     Define:   R  e-iδ   =    ( true cross-term ) / ( naïve = A1 A2 ) !

This paper presents the first determination of the coher-
ence factors and the average strong-phase differences for
D0 ! K!!þ!0 and D0 ! K!!þ!þ!! made using
quantum-correlated, fully reconstructed (double-tagged)
D0 !D0 pairs produced in eþe! collisions at the c ð3770Þ
resonance. Knowledge of these parameters improves the
sensitivity of measurements of the unitarity triangle angle
" using B-meson decays to these D-meson final states.
Although CP violation involving B mesons has been
clearly established experimentally [1], and existing results
are in good agreement with standard model predictions,
additional and improved measurements are required to
overconstrain the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
quark-mixing matrix [2] and probe for the effects of non-
standard-model physics. An important ingredient in this
program will be a precise determination of the angle ".

Several methods to determine " using B! ! DK! [3]
decays have been proposed [4–6]. Here,D refers to either a
D0 or !D0 meson. All these methods exploit the fact that a
B! can decay into D0K! and !D0K! final states via b !
c !us and b ! u !cs transitions, respectively. The weak phase
between these two transitions is equal to !". Therefore,
the amplitudes are related by: AðB! !
!D0K!Þ=AðB! ! D0K!Þ ¼ rBe

ið#B!"Þ, where rB & 0:1
is the absolute amplitude ratio and #B is the strong-phase
difference. The two amplitudes interfere with one another
if the D0 and !D0 decay to the same final state, which can
lead to direct CP violation between the B! and Bþ decay
rates if " is nonzero.

The Atwood-Dunietz-Soni (ADS) method [5] uses com-
mon flavor-specific final states such as D ! K!!þ to
determine ". The rates are given by

"ðB' ! DðK'!(ÞK'Þ / 1þ ðrBrK!
D Þ2 þ 2rBr

K!
D

) cosð#B ! #K!
D ' "Þ (1)

and

"ðB' ! DðK(!'ÞK'Þ / ðrBÞ2 þ ðrK!
D Þ2 þ 2rBr

K!
D

) cosð#B þ #K!
D ' "Þ; (2)

where rK!
D is the absolute amplitude ratio of the doubly

Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) decay D0 ! Kþ!! to the
Cabibbo-favored (CF) decay D0 ! K!!þ, and #K!

D is
the strong-phase difference between these two amplitudes,
which is defined as: AðD0 ! Kþ!!Þ=AðD0 !
K!!þÞ ¼ rK!

D e!i#K!
D . Present measurements give rK!

D ¼
0:0579( 0:0007 [7], therefore, the terms on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2) are all of the same order, which allows
significant changes to "ðB' ! DðK(!'ÞK'Þ depending
on the values of " and the strong phases. The suppressed
decays B' ! DðK(!'ÞK' have not yet been observed
[8,9]. The measurement of #K!

D has been made in quantum-
correlated D0 !D0 decays [10] in a similar manner to the
analysis reported in this paper.

The flavor-specific final states D ! K!!þ!þ!! (D !
K!3!) and D ! K!!þ!0 have significantly larger
branching fractions than D ! K!!þ [11]. However, for
three- or four-bodyD decay the amplitude ratio and strong-
phase difference vary over phase space. For suchD decays,
for example D ! K!!þ!0, Eq. (2) is modified as follows
[12]:

"ðB' !DðK(!'!0ÞK'Þ/ ðrBÞ2þðrK!!0

D Þ2

þ 2rBr
K!!0

D RK!!0

) cosð#Bþ#K!!0

D '"Þ; (3)

where RK!!0 , #K!!0 , and rK!!0

D are defined as

RK!!0e!i#K!!0

D ¼
R
AK!!þ!0ðxÞAKþ!!!0ðxÞdx

AK!!þ!0AKþ!!!0

and

rK!!0

D ¼ AKþ!!!0

AK!!þ!0

:

Here AK(!'!0ðxÞ is the amplitude for D0 ! K(!'!0 at
a point in multibody phase space described by parameters
x, and A2

K(!'!0 ¼
R jAK(!'!0ðxÞj2dx. (The expressions

for D ! K!!þ!þ!! take the same form and involve the
parameters rK3!

D , RK3!, and #K3!
D .)

The parameter RK!!0 is known as the coherence factor
and can take any value from zero to one. A small value of
RK!!0 indicates a lack of coherence between the inter-
mediate states involved in the decay, a situation expected
when there are many resonances contributing; a value close
to 1 occurs when the resonances are largely in phase, or one
state dominates. Decays to two-body final states, such as
D0 ! K!!þ, and to CP eigenstates have a coherence
factor equal to 1. Even if the coherence is small the rate
described by Eq. (3) is still useful, because it possesses
high sensitivity to the parameter rB.
The coherence factors RF and average strong-phase

difference #F
D, where F ¼ K!!þ!0 or K!!þ!þ!!,

can be determined using double-tagged D0 !D0 pairs pro-
duced in eþe! collisions at the c ð3770Þ resonance. The
two mesons are produced in a C-odd eigenstate and their
decays are quantum-correlated. The rate for the two D
mesons to decay to states F and G is given by [12]:

"ðFjGÞ ¼ "0

ZZ
jAFðxÞA !GðyÞ !A !FðxÞAGðyÞj2dxdy

¼ "0½A2
FA

2
!G
þ A2

!F
A2
G ! 2RFRGAFA !FAGA !G

) cosð#G
D ! #F

DÞ+; (4)

where AFðxÞ ðAGðyÞÞ and A !FðxÞ (A !GðyÞ) are the am-
plitudes of D0 ! F (D0 ! G) and D0 ! !F (D0 ! !G) at
points x (y) in phase space, respectively, and "0 ¼
"ðc ð3770Þ ! D0 !D0Þ. From Eq. (4) the following
double-tagged rates arise:

N. LOWREY et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 031105(R) (2009)
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K!3!) and D ! K!!þ!0 have significantly larger
branching fractions than D ! K!!þ [11]. However, for
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K(!'!0 ¼
R jAK(!'!0ðxÞj2dx. (The expressions

for D ! K!!þ!þ!! take the same form and involve the
parameters rK3!
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The parameter RK!!0 is known as the coherence factor
and can take any value from zero to one. A small value of
RK!!0 indicates a lack of coherence between the inter-
mediate states involved in the decay, a situation expected
when there are many resonances contributing; a value close
to 1 occurs when the resonances are largely in phase, or one
state dominates. Decays to two-body final states, such as
D0 ! K!!þ, and to CP eigenstates have a coherence
factor equal to 1. Even if the coherence is small the rate
described by Eq. (3) is still useful, because it possesses
high sensitivity to the parameter rB.
The coherence factors RF and average strong-phase

difference #F
D, where F ¼ K!!þ!0 or K!!þ!þ!!,

can be determined using double-tagged D0 !D0 pairs pro-
duced in eþe! collisions at the c ð3770Þ resonance. The
two mesons are produced in a C-odd eigenstate and their
decays are quantum-correlated. The rate for the two D
mesons to decay to states F and G is given by [12]:

"ðFjGÞ ¼ "0

ZZ
jAFðxÞA !GðyÞ !A !FðxÞAGðyÞj2dxdy

¼ "0½A2
FA

2
!G
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!F
A2
G ! 2RFRGAFA !FAGA !G
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N. LOWREY et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 80, 031105(R) (2009)
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Note: R < 1 due to two reasons: varying phase  &  “|r(x)|≠ 1”!
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Simplest effect:!
   ψ(3770)  à   [ D CP+ DCP- - DCP- DCP+ ] / √2!
   Like CP (++, --) :   cancels        Unlike CP (+-, -+) :   doubled!
My favorite general form:              * Ignore mixing for now *!
  ΓFG / AF

2 AG
2   =   [ rF

2 + rG
2 + 2 rF rG RF RG cos(δG – δF)  ]!

                               or    1   + rF
2rG

2 + … :    factor out Ai such that r < 1!

à rF,G  (averaged) amplitude ratios :   ~ A(D0bar à F,G) /A(D0 à F,G)!
          1            for CP eigenstates!
     ~tan2 (θC)  for hadronic K- modes    [  DCSD/CF  ]!
          0            for semileptonic     à  no interference !
à R, δ: Atwood-Soni coherence factors !
      R=1; δ = 0, π  for CP eigenstates;   !
      R=1; δ = ?      for K-π+    !
      Both non-trivial for multi-body hadronic !

QC for Pedestrians I
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Need some double-tag rate with two “non-trivial” modes !
   to fully separate parameters!
à   If not, get only  Re[R e-iδ]  =  R cos δ ,   not separate  (R, δ)!
          [  Or,  only ci , not both  ci , si  ]!
!
The reason this works is simple trigonometry: !
    cos(δ2 - δ1)  =  cosδ1 cosδ2  -  sinδ1 sinδ2 !
With this, one has enough observables to separate!
   ( & can still use modes where one δi = 0 )!
!
Two “non-trivial” modes ?!
à  Can be different values of n in K-(nπ)+ analyses!
à  Can even be different bins (i) in KSπ+π- ci , si analyses!



QC for Pedestrians II
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CP+ & CP- tags: !
    Switch of +- flips sign of interference term!
    Used for γ, but trivial: no need to study w/ charm   [GLW]!
Semileptonic flavor tags: !
    No interference; clean normalization     [ but pesky ν… ]!

Hadronic flavor tags:!
   Normalization, modulo DCSD   [ easier than semilep for exp. ]!
   Also modes we want to study       [ADS]!
Multi-body self-conjugate!
   Modes we want to under study   [GGSZ]!

From Tags to Physics


Different analyses use different numbers of tag modes!
     CLEO K-π+  &  CLEO-c, BESIII KSπ+π- use many tags!
     BESIII K-π+ uses only signal and CP tags!
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Experimental Output

K-K+, π+π-                                 GLW            δ =0, π   !
K-π+                                           ADS            δ  (R=1)!
K-π+π0 , K-π+π+π- , KSK-π+         ADS+               R, δ!
KSπ+π- , KSK+K-                       GGSZ         ci, si                                                                                     !

R, δ   are Atwood-Soni coherence factors for ADS modes!
à   No relative D0-D0bar phase in separate D0, D0bar Dalitz fits!
         e.g., if one fits N amplitudes to D0, D0bar separately:    [ D*-tagged @ B factory ] !
                 only gets  2(N-1) = 2N-2  out of  2N-1  relative phases  !
à   Also avoid Dalitz models!
ci, si  are  “Cartesian R, δ in Dalitz bins” for GGSZ modes!
à   Here, relative D0-D0bar phase is trivial     !
            ( distinction due to self-conjugate modes, not changing basis to ci, si ! ) !
à   But we still avoid Dalitz models!

 get from!
threshold!
  charm…	 
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K-π+                                                   281 pb-1             PRL 100, 221801 (2008);   !
                                       ( updated below )           PRD, 78, 012001 (2008)  [ = more details ]!

K-π+π0 , K-π+π+π-         818 pb-1                  PRD 80, 031105(R) (2009)!

KSπ+π-                                            818 pb-1                  PRD 80, 032002 (2009)!

KS,Lh+h-                                       818 pb-1                  PRD 82, 112006 (2010)!

KSK+π-                                           818 pb-1 *            PRD 85, 092016 (2012)!

K-π+                                            à  818 pb-1            PRD 86, 112001 (2012)!

K+K-π+π-                         818 pb-1 **       PRD 85, 122002 (2012)      !

CLEO-c Results

CLEO-c Data :  0.8 fb-1 @ Ψ(3770)   &  0.6 fb-1 @ 4170 MeV  2003 - 08!

 *    +  15 fb-1 ~10 GeV	 

**   +   24 fb-1 ~10 GeV   & 600 pb-1 4.17 GeV 	 
also use high-E continuum!

isobar analysis;!
but first D, Dbar!

Briere / CKM 2014	
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   K-π+π0 , K-π+π+π-          818 pb-1                PLB 731, 197 (2014)!
 [ CLEO-c data analyzed by past members, after collaboration disbanded ]!

CLEO-c “Legacy” Result


Dataset :   2.92 fb-1   2010 - 11  ( 1 ⅔ years )      à  3.5x  CLEO-c!
Future ability :     ~ 4 fb-1 / running year          [ note: L2011 >> L2010 ]      !
!
                       K-π+                                   2.92 fb-1                PLB 734, 227 (2014)!

                       KSπ+π-                     2.92 fb-1                Preliminary @ APS, Apr 2014!

                       yCP                          2.92 fb-1                Preliminary; will submit soon!
                                     [ yCP : see slides by X.R. Lyu; talk running in parallel now ! ]!

BESIII Results


Today’s Main Topics
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CLEO-c Coherence Factors 

Or, we could bin across Dalitz plot!
  ci and si:  bin-averaged !
   <R cos δ> and <R sin δ>! KSππ 

KSKπ!
Kπππ!

Kππ0!

Small R for Kπππ :  still useful for rB !!
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202 J. Libby et al. / Physics Letters B 731 (2014) 197–203

Fig. 5. (Colour online.) Scans of the !χ2 in the (left) (R Kππ0 , δKππ0

D ) and (right) (R K 3π , δK 3π
D ) parameter space.

6. Outlook and conclusions

Updated measurements of the coherence factors and aver-
age strong-phase differences for D0 → K −π+π0 and D0 →
K −π+π+π− have been presented. Despite the addition of events
tagged by D0 → K 0

S π+π+ decays the overall precision on the pa-
rameters has not improved significantly compared to the original
CLEO-c analysis [3]. However, the likelihood curves are significantly
different to those previously published as a result of the changes
in the central values of the parameters, in particular those of the
average strong-phase differences. These changes are due to the ad-
ditional data and the updates to the D0 branching fractions and
charm-mixing parameters. Therefore, it is recommended that the
new results are used in the determination of γ /φ3 from B± → D K
decays and in charm-mixing studies.

The BESIII detector [27] has collected a correlated D D̄ data
set at a centre-of-mass energy corresponding to the mass of the
ψ(3770). This data set is approximately 3.5 times larger than
that used in this analysis. An estimate of the BESIII potential to
determine the coherence factors and strong-phase differences is
obtained by reducing the uncertainties on the observables and
Yi measurements by a factor of 1/

√
3.5, then repeating the χ2

fit to the parameters. The uncertainties returned by the fit are:
σ (R Kππ0 ) = 0.04, σ (δKππ0

D ) = 8◦ , σ (R K 3π ) = 0.10, and σ (δK 3π
D ) =

8◦ . The uncertainties are not only reduced but symmetric. There-
fore, it is clear that significant improvements in the knowledge
of these parameters can be obtained from the current BESIII data
set.
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We study D0 D0 pairs produced in e+e− collisions at √s = 3.773 GeV using a data sample of 2.92 fb−1

collected with the BESIII detector. We measured the asymmetry ACP
Kπ of the branching fractions of D →

K −π+ in CP-odd and CP-even eigenstates to be (12.7 ± 1.3 ± 0.7) × 10−2. ACP
Kπ can be used to extract 

the strong phase difference δKπ between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed process D0 → K −π+ and the 
Cabibbo-favored process D0 → K −π+. Using world-average values of external parameters, we obtain 
cos δKπ = 1.02 ±0.11 ±0.06 ±0.01. Here, the first and second uncertainties are statistical and systematic, 
respectively, while the third uncertainty arises from the external parameters. This is the most precise 
measurement of δKπ to date.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

Within the Standard Model, the short-distance contribution to 
D0–D0 oscillations is highly suppressed by the GIM mechanism [1]
and by the magnitude of the CKM matrix elements [2] involved. 
However, long distance effects, which cannot be reliably calculated, 
will also affect the size of mixing. Studies of D0–D0 oscillation 
provide knowledge of the size of these long-distance effects and, 
given improved calculations, can contribute to searches for new 
physics [3]. In addition, improved constraints on charm mixing are 
important for studies of CP violation (CPV) in charm physics.

Charm mixing is described by two dimensionless parameters

x = 2
M1 − M2

Γ1 + Γ2
y = Γ1 − Γ2

Γ1 + Γ2
,

where M1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and widths of the two mass 
eigenstates in the D0-D0 system. The most precise determina-
tion of the mixing parameters comes from the measurement of 
the time-dependent decay rate of the wrong-sign process D0 →
K +π− . These analyses are sensitive to y′ ≡ y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ

and x′ ≡ x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ [4], where δKπ is the strong phase 
difference between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) ampli-
tude for D0 → K −π+ and the corresponding Cabibbo-favored (CF) 
amplitude for D0 → K −π+ . In particular,

⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩ = −re−iδKπ , (1)

where

r =
!!!!
⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩

!!!!.

Knowledge of δKπ is important for extracting x and y from x′

and y′ . In addition, a more accurate δKπ contributes to preci-
sion determinations of the CKM unitarity angle φ3

6 via the ADS 
method [5].

Using quantum-correlated techniques, δKπ can be accessed in 
the mass-threshold production process e+e− → D0 D0 [6]. In this 
process, D0 and D0 are in a C-odd quantum-coherent state where 
the two mesons necessarily have opposite CP eigenvalues [3]. Thus, 
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threshold production provides a unique way to identify the CP of 
one neutral D by probing the decay of the partner D . Because CPV
in D decays is very small compared with the mixing parameters, 
we will assume no CPV in our analysis. In this paper, we often 
refer to K −π+ only for simplicity, but charge-conjugate modes are 
always implied when appropriate.

We denote the asymmetry of CP-tagged D decay rates to K −π+

as

ACP
Kπ ≡ BD S−→K −π+ − BD S+→K −π+

BD S−→K −π+ + BD S+→K −π+
, (2)

where S+ (S−) denotes the CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstate. To low-
est order in the mixing parameters, we have the relation [7,8]

2r cos δKπ + y = (1 + RWS) · ACP
Kπ , (3)

where RWS is the decay rate ratio of the wrong sign process 
D0 → K −π+ (including the DCS decay and D mixing followed by 
the CF decay) and the right sign process D0 → K −π+ (i.e., the 
CF decay). Here, D0 or D0 refers to the state at production. Using 
external values for the parameters r, y, and RWS, we can extract 
δKπ from ACP→Kπ .

We use the D-tagging method [9] to obtain the branching frac-
tions BD S±→K −π+ as

BD S±→K −π+ = nK −π+,S±
nS±

· εS±
εK −π+,S±

. (4)

Here, nS± and εS± are yields and detection efficiencies of sin-
gle tags (ST) of S± final states, while nK −π+,S± and εK −π+,S±
are yields and efficiencies of double tags (DT) of (S±, K −π+) 
final states, respectively. Based on an 818 pb−1 data sample 
collected with the CLEO-c detector at 

√
s = 3.77 GeV and a 

more complex analysis technique, the CLEO Collaboration obtained
cos δKπ = 0.81+0.22+0.07

−0.18−0.05 [8]. Using a global fit method including 
external inputs for mixing parameters, CLEO obtained cos δKπ =
1.15+0.19+0.00

−0.17−0.08 [8].
In this paper, we present a measurement of δKπ , using the 

quantum correlated productions of D0–D0 mesons at√
s = 3.773 GeV in e+e− collisions with an integrated luminos-

ity of 2.92 fb−1 [10] collected with the BESIII detector [11].

2. The BESIII detector

The Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) views e+e− collisions in the 
double-ring collider BEPCII. BESIII is a general-purpose detec-
tor [11] with 93% coverage of the full solid angle. From the interac-
tion point (IP) to the outside, BESIII is equipped with a main drift 
chamber (MDC) consisting of 43 layers of drift cells, a time-of-
flight (TOF) counter with double-layer scintillator in the barrel part 
and single-layer scintillator in the end-cap part, an electromagnetic 

AKπ	 
AKπ	 

-AKπ	 

√2ACP+	 

√2ACP-	 

Flip CP of tag: reverses interference term!
    CP-tagged rate asymmetry (essentially) measures  r cos δ!
  ACP  =  [|ACP- |2 - |ACP+|2 ] / [|ACP- |2 + |ACP+|2 ] 

        =   r cos δ    ( + D mixing corrections: y, RWS )!

     Complex ratio !
DCSD/CF amplitude !

measure	 
extract!
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Fig. 1. The MBC distributions of the single-tag (ST) CP modes. Data are shown as points with error bars. The solid lines are the total fits and the dashed lines are the 
background contribution.

Table 3
Yields and efficiencies of all single-tag (ST) and double-tag (DT) modes. First, we list 
the ST (CP mode) yields (nS±) and corresponding efficiencies (εS±) and then the DT 
mode yields (nKπ ,S±) and efficiencies (εKπ ,S±). Uncertainties are statistical only.

ST mode nS± εS±(%)

K + K − 56 156 ±261 62.99 ± 0.26
π+π− 20 222 ±187 65.58 ± 0.26
K 0

S π
0π0 25 156 ±235 16.46 ± 0.07

π0π0 7610 ±156 42.77 ± 0.21
ρπ0 41 117 ±354 36.22 ± 0.21
K 0

S π
0 72 710 ±291 41.95 ± 0.21

K 0
S η 10 046 ±121 35.12 ± 0.20

K 0
S ω 31 422 ±215 17.88 ± 0.10

DT mode nKπ ,S± εKπ ,S±(%)

Kπ , K + K − 1671 ±41 42.33 ± 0.21
Kπ , π+π− 610 ±25 44.02 ± 0.21

Kπ , K 0
S π

0π0 806±29 12.86 ± 0.13
Kπ , π0π0 213 ±14 30.42 ± 0.18
Kπ , ρπ0 1240 ±35 25.48 ± 0.16
Kπ , K 0

S π
0 1689 ±41 29.06 ± 0.17

Kπ , K 0
S η 230 ±15 24.84 ± 0.16

Kπ , K 0
S ω 747 ±27 12.60 ± 0.06

After applying the criteria on &E in Table 2 in all the CP modes, 
we plot their MBC distributions in Fig. 1, where the peaks at the 
nominal D0 mass are evident. Maximum likelihood fits to the 
events in Fig. 1 are performed, where in each mode the signals 
are modeled with the reconstructed signal shape in MC simulation 
convoluted with a smearing Gaussian function, and backgrounds 
are modeled with the ARGUS function [20]. The Gaussian func-
tions are supposed to compensate for the resolution differences 
between data and MC simulation. Based on the fit results, the es-

timated yields of the CP modes are given in Table 3, along with 
their MC-determined detection efficiencies.

4.2. Double tags of the K −π+ and CP modes

In the surviving ST CP modes, we reconstruct D → K −π+

among the unused charged tracks. The D → K −π+ candidate must 
pass the &E requirement listed in Table 2; in the case of mul-
tiple candidates, the one with the smallest |&E| is chosen. The 
DT signals peak at the nominal D0 mass in both MBC(S±) and 
MBC(Kπ). To extract the signal yields, two-dimensional maximum 
likelihood fits to the distributions of MBC(S±) vs. MBC(Kπ) are 
performed. The signal shapes are derived from MC simulations, 
and the background shapes contain continuum background and 
mis-partitioning background where some final-state particles are 
interchanged between the D0 and D0 candidates in the recon-
struction process. Fig. 2 shows an example of the results for one 
sample DT combination, (Kπ , K 0

Sπ
0). Table 3 lists the yields of the 

DT modes and their corresponding detection efficiencies as deter-
mined with MC simulations.

5. Purities of the CP modes

It is necessary to determine the CP-purity of our ST modes. 
For the K 0

Sπ
0 (K 0

Sη) mode, the issue is the background un-
der the K 0

S peak. We use the sideband regions of the K 0
S mass, 

[0.470, 0.477] GeV/c2 and [0.521, 0.528] GeV/c2, in the mπ+π−

distributions, to estimate the backgrounds from π+π−π0

(π+π−η). The purity is estimated to be 98.5% (almost 100%) for 
the K 0

Sπ
0 (K 0

Sη) mode. For the K 0
Sω, K 0

Sπ
0π0 and ρ0π0 modes, 

due to the complexity of the involved non-resonant and reso-
nant processes, we evaluate the CP-purity directly from our data. 
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Table 1
D decay modes used in this analysis.

Type Mode

Flavored K −π+, K +π−

S+ K + K −,π+π−, K 0
S π

0π0,π0π0,ρ0π0

S− K 0
S π

0, K 0
S η, K 0

S ω

calorimeter (EMC) composed of 6240 CsI(Tl) crystals, a supercon-
ducting solenoid magnet providing a magnetic field of 1.0 T along 
the beam direction, and a muon counter containing multi-layer 
resistive plate chambers installed in the steel flux-return yoke of 
the magnet. The MDC spatial resolution is about 135 µm and the 
momentum resolution is about 0.5% for a charged track with trans-
verse momentum of 1 GeV/c. The energy resolution for showers in 
the EMC is 2.5% at 1 GeV. More details of the spectrometer can be 
found in Ref. [11].

3. MC simulation

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation serves to estimate the detection 
efficiency and to understand background components. MC sam-
ples corresponding to about 10 times the luminosity of data are 
generated with a geant4-based [12] software package [13], which 
includes simulations of the geometry of the spectrometer and in-
teractions of particles with the detector materials. kkmc is used to 
model the beam energy spread and the initial-state radiation (ISR) 
in the e+e− annihilations [14]. The inclusive MC samples consist 
of the production of D D pairs with consideration of quantum co-
herence for all modes relevant to this analysis, the non-D D decays 
of ψ(3770), the ISR production of low mass ψ states, and QED 
and qq̄ continuum processes. Known decays recorded in the Par-
ticle Data Group (PDG) [15] are simulated with evtgen [16] and 
the unknown decays with lundcharm [17]. The final-state radia-
tion (FSR) off charged tracks is taken into account with the photos
package [18]. MC samples of D → S±, D → X (X denotes inclusive 
decay products) processes are used to estimate the ST efficiencies, 
and MC samples of D → S±, D → Kπ processes are used to esti-
mate the DT efficiencies.

4. Data analysis

The decay modes used for tagging the CP eigenstates are listed 
in Table 1, where π0 → γ γ , η → γ γ , K 0

S → π+π− and ω →
π+π−π0. For each mode, D candidates are reconstructed from all 
possible combinations of final-state particles, according to the fol-
lowing selection criteria.

Momenta and impact parameters of charged tracks are mea-
sured by the MDC. Charged tracks are required to satisfy | cos θ | <
0.93, where θ is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis, 
and have a closest approach to the IP within ±10 cm along the 
beam direction and within ±1 cm in the plane perpendicular to 
the beam axis. Particle identification is implemented by combin-
ing the information of normalized energy deposition (dE/dx) in 
the MDC and the flight time measurements from the TOF. For a 
charged π(K ) candidate, the probability of the π(K ) hypothesis is 
required to be larger than that of the K (π) hypothesis.

Photons are reconstructed as energy deposition clusters in the 
EMC. The energies of photon candidates must be larger than 
25 MeV for | cos θ | < 0.8 (barrel) and 50 MeV for 0.84 < | cos θ | <
0.92 (end-cap). To suppress fake photons due to electronic noise or 
beam backgrounds, the shower time must be less than 700 ns from 
the event start time [19]. However, in the case that no charged 
track is detected, the event start time is not reliable, and instead 
the shower time must be within ±500 ns from the time of the 
most energetic shower.

Table 2
Requirements on (E for different D reconstruction modes.

Mode Requirement (GeV)

K + K − −0.025 < (E < 0.025
π+π− −0.030 < (E < 0.030
K 0

S π
0π0 −0.080 < (E < 0.045

π0π0 −0.080 < (E < 0.040
ρ0π0 −0.070 < (E < 0.040
K 0

S π
0 −0.070 < (E < 0.040

K 0
S η −0.040 < (E < 0.040

K 0
S ω −0.050 < (E < 0.030

K ±π∓ −0.030 < (E < 0.030

Our π0 and η candidates are selected from pairs of pho-
tons with the requirement that at least one photon candidate 
reconstructed in the barrel is used. The mass windows imposed 
are 0.115 GeV/c2 < mγ γ < 0.150 GeV/c2 for π0 candidates and 
0.505 GeV/c2 < mγ γ < 0.570 GeV/c2 for η candidates. We further 
constrain the invariant mass of each photon pair to the nominal 
π0 or η mass, and update the four momentum of the candidate 
according to the fit results.

The K 0
S candidates are reconstructed via K 0

S → π+π− using a 
vertex-constrained fit to all pairs of oppositely charged tracks, with 
no particle identification requirements. These tracks have a looser 
IP requirement: their closest approach to the IP is required to be 
less than 20 cm along the beam direction, with no requirement in 
the transverse plane. The χ2 of the vertex fit is required to be 
less than 100. In addition, a second fit is performed, constraining 
the K 0

S momentum to point back to the IP. The flight length, L, 
obtained from this fit must satisfy L/σL > 2, where σL is the esti-
mated error on L. Finally, the invariant mass of the π+π− pair is 
required to be within (0.487, 0.511) GeV/c2, which corresponds to 
three times the experimental mass resolution.

4.1. Single tags using CP modes

For the CP-even and CP-odd modes, the two variables beam-
constrained mass MBC and energy difference (E are used to iden-
tify the signals, defined as follows:

MBC ≡
!

E2
beam/c4 − |p⃗D |2/c2,

(E ≡ E D − Ebeam.

Here p⃗D and E D are the total momentum and energy of the D
candidate, and Ebeam is the beam energy. Signals peak around the 
nominal D mass in MBC and around zero in (E . Boundaries of 
(E requirements are set at approximately ±3σ , except that those 
of modes containing a π0 are set as (−4σ , +3.5σ ) due to the 
asymmetric distributions. In each event, only the combination of 
D candidates with the least |(E| is kept per mode.

In the K +K − and π+π− modes, backgrounds of cosmic rays 
and Bhabha events are removed with the following requirements. 
First, the two charged tracks used as the CP tag must have a 
TOF time difference less than 5 ns and they must not be consis-
tent with being a muon pair or an electron–positron pair. Second, 
there must be at least one EMC shower (other than those from 
the CP tag tracks) with an energy larger than 50 MeV or at least 
one additional charged track detected in the MDC. In the K 0

Sπ
0

mode, backgrounds due to D0 → ρπ are negligible after restrict-
ing the decay length of K 0

S with L/σL > 2. In the ρ0π0 and K 0
Sω

modes, mass ranges of 0.60 GeV/c2 < mπ+π− < 0.95 GeV/c2 and 
0.72 GeV/c2 < mπ+π−π0 < 0.84 GeV/c2 are required for identify-
ing ρ and ω candidates, respectively.

     BESIII 2.9 fb-1	
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Using external inputs for rKπ , RWS, y,  we extract : !
    cos δKπ =  1.02 ± 0.11± 0.06 ± 0.01!
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1. Introduction

Within the Standard Model, the short-distance contribution to 
D0–D0 oscillations is highly suppressed by the GIM mechanism [1]
and by the magnitude of the CKM matrix elements [2] involved. 
However, long distance effects, which cannot be reliably calculated, 
will also affect the size of mixing. Studies of D0–D0 oscillation 
provide knowledge of the size of these long-distance effects and, 
given improved calculations, can contribute to searches for new 
physics [3]. In addition, improved constraints on charm mixing are 
important for studies of CP violation (CPV) in charm physics.

Charm mixing is described by two dimensionless parameters

x = 2
M1 − M2

Γ1 + Γ2
y = Γ1 − Γ2

Γ1 + Γ2
,

where M1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and widths of the two mass 
eigenstates in the D0-D0 system. The most precise determina-
tion of the mixing parameters comes from the measurement of 
the time-dependent decay rate of the wrong-sign process D0 →
K +π− . These analyses are sensitive to y′ ≡ y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ

and x′ ≡ x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ [4], where δKπ is the strong phase 
difference between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) ampli-
tude for D0 → K −π+ and the corresponding Cabibbo-favored (CF) 
amplitude for D0 → K −π+ . In particular,

⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩ = −re−iδKπ , (1)

where

r =
!!!!
⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩

!!!!.

Knowledge of δKπ is important for extracting x and y from x′

and y′ . In addition, a more accurate δKπ contributes to preci-
sion determinations of the CKM unitarity angle φ3

6 via the ADS 
method [5].

Using quantum-correlated techniques, δKπ can be accessed in 
the mass-threshold production process e+e− → D0 D0 [6]. In this 
process, D0 and D0 are in a C-odd quantum-coherent state where 
the two mesons necessarily have opposite CP eigenvalues [3]. Thus, 
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threshold production provides a unique way to identify the CP of 
one neutral D by probing the decay of the partner D . Because CPV
in D decays is very small compared with the mixing parameters, 
we will assume no CPV in our analysis. In this paper, we often 
refer to K −π+ only for simplicity, but charge-conjugate modes are 
always implied when appropriate.

We denote the asymmetry of CP-tagged D decay rates to K −π+

as

ACP
Kπ ≡ BD S−→K −π+ − BD S+→K −π+

BD S−→K −π+ + BD S+→K −π+
, (2)

where S+ (S−) denotes the CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstate. To low-
est order in the mixing parameters, we have the relation [7,8]

2r cos δKπ + y = (1 + RWS) · ACP
Kπ , (3)

where RWS is the decay rate ratio of the wrong sign process 
D0 → K −π+ (including the DCS decay and D mixing followed by 
the CF decay) and the right sign process D0 → K −π+ (i.e., the 
CF decay). Here, D0 or D0 refers to the state at production. Using 
external values for the parameters r, y, and RWS, we can extract 
δKπ from ACP→Kπ .

We use the D-tagging method [9] to obtain the branching frac-
tions BD S±→K −π+ as

BD S±→K −π+ = nK −π+,S±
nS±

· εS±
εK −π+,S±

. (4)

Here, nS± and εS± are yields and detection efficiencies of sin-
gle tags (ST) of S± final states, while nK −π+,S± and εK −π+,S±
are yields and efficiencies of double tags (DT) of (S±, K −π+) 
final states, respectively. Based on an 818 pb−1 data sample 
collected with the CLEO-c detector at 

√
s = 3.77 GeV and a 

more complex analysis technique, the CLEO Collaboration obtained
cos δKπ = 0.81+0.22+0.07

−0.18−0.05 [8]. Using a global fit method including 
external inputs for mixing parameters, CLEO obtained cos δKπ =
1.15+0.19+0.00

−0.17−0.08 [8].
In this paper, we present a measurement of δKπ , using the 

quantum correlated productions of D0–D0 mesons at√
s = 3.773 GeV in e+e− collisions with an integrated luminos-

ity of 2.92 fb−1 [10] collected with the BESIII detector [11].

2. The BESIII detector

The Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) views e+e− collisions in the 
double-ring collider BEPCII. BESIII is a general-purpose detec-
tor [11] with 93% coverage of the full solid angle. From the interac-
tion point (IP) to the outside, BESIII is equipped with a main drift 
chamber (MDC) consisting of 43 layers of drift cells, a time-of-
flight (TOF) counter with double-layer scintillator in the barrel part 
and single-layer scintillator in the end-cap part, an electromagnetic 
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1. Introduction

Within the Standard Model, the short-distance contribution to 
D0–D0 oscillations is highly suppressed by the GIM mechanism [1]
and by the magnitude of the CKM matrix elements [2] involved. 
However, long distance effects, which cannot be reliably calculated, 
will also affect the size of mixing. Studies of D0–D0 oscillation 
provide knowledge of the size of these long-distance effects and, 
given improved calculations, can contribute to searches for new 
physics [3]. In addition, improved constraints on charm mixing are 
important for studies of CP violation (CPV) in charm physics.

Charm mixing is described by two dimensionless parameters

x = 2
M1 − M2

Γ1 + Γ2
y = Γ1 − Γ2

Γ1 + Γ2
,

where M1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and widths of the two mass 
eigenstates in the D0-D0 system. The most precise determina-
tion of the mixing parameters comes from the measurement of 
the time-dependent decay rate of the wrong-sign process D0 →
K +π− . These analyses are sensitive to y′ ≡ y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ

and x′ ≡ x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ [4], where δKπ is the strong phase 
difference between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) ampli-
tude for D0 → K −π+ and the corresponding Cabibbo-favored (CF) 
amplitude for D0 → K −π+ . In particular,

⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩ = −re−iδKπ , (1)

where

r =
!!!!
⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩

!!!!.

Knowledge of δKπ is important for extracting x and y from x′

and y′ . In addition, a more accurate δKπ contributes to preci-
sion determinations of the CKM unitarity angle φ3

6 via the ADS 
method [5].

Using quantum-correlated techniques, δKπ can be accessed in 
the mass-threshold production process e+e− → D0 D0 [6]. In this 
process, D0 and D0 are in a C-odd quantum-coherent state where 
the two mesons necessarily have opposite CP eigenvalues [3]. Thus, 
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threshold production provides a unique way to identify the CP of 
one neutral D by probing the decay of the partner D . Because CPV
in D decays is very small compared with the mixing parameters, 
we will assume no CPV in our analysis. In this paper, we often 
refer to K −π+ only for simplicity, but charge-conjugate modes are 
always implied when appropriate.

We denote the asymmetry of CP-tagged D decay rates to K −π+

as

ACP
Kπ ≡ BD S−→K −π+ − BD S+→K −π+

BD S−→K −π+ + BD S+→K −π+
, (2)

where S+ (S−) denotes the CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstate. To low-
est order in the mixing parameters, we have the relation [7,8]

2r cos δKπ + y = (1 + RWS) · ACP
Kπ , (3)

where RWS is the decay rate ratio of the wrong sign process 
D0 → K −π+ (including the DCS decay and D mixing followed by 
the CF decay) and the right sign process D0 → K −π+ (i.e., the 
CF decay). Here, D0 or D0 refers to the state at production. Using 
external values for the parameters r, y, and RWS, we can extract 
δKπ from ACP→Kπ .

We use the D-tagging method [9] to obtain the branching frac-
tions BD S±→K −π+ as

BD S±→K −π+ = nK −π+,S±
nS±

· εS±
εK −π+,S±

. (4)

Here, nS± and εS± are yields and detection efficiencies of sin-
gle tags (ST) of S± final states, while nK −π+,S± and εK −π+,S±
are yields and efficiencies of double tags (DT) of (S±, K −π+) 
final states, respectively. Based on an 818 pb−1 data sample 
collected with the CLEO-c detector at 

√
s = 3.77 GeV and a 

more complex analysis technique, the CLEO Collaboration obtained
cos δKπ = 0.81+0.22+0.07

−0.18−0.05 [8]. Using a global fit method including 
external inputs for mixing parameters, CLEO obtained cos δKπ =
1.15+0.19+0.00

−0.17−0.08 [8].
In this paper, we present a measurement of δKπ , using the 

quantum correlated productions of D0–D0 mesons at√
s = 3.773 GeV in e+e− collisions with an integrated luminos-

ity of 2.92 fb−1 [10] collected with the BESIII detector [11].

2. The BESIII detector

The Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) views e+e− collisions in the 
double-ring collider BEPCII. BESIII is a general-purpose detec-
tor [11] with 93% coverage of the full solid angle. From the interac-
tion point (IP) to the outside, BESIII is equipped with a main drift 
chamber (MDC) consisting of 43 layers of drift cells, a time-of-
flight (TOF) counter with double-layer scintillator in the barrel part 
and single-layer scintillator in the end-cap part, an electromagnetic 

Direct result : *!
   ACP = ( 12.7  ± 1.3 ± 0.7 )%!
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1. Introduction

Within the Standard Model, the short-distance contribution to 
D0–D0 oscillations is highly suppressed by the GIM mechanism [1]
and by the magnitude of the CKM matrix elements [2] involved. 
However, long distance effects, which cannot be reliably calculated, 
will also affect the size of mixing. Studies of D0–D0 oscillation 
provide knowledge of the size of these long-distance effects and, 
given improved calculations, can contribute to searches for new 
physics [3]. In addition, improved constraints on charm mixing are 
important for studies of CP violation (CPV) in charm physics.

Charm mixing is described by two dimensionless parameters

x = 2
M1 − M2

Γ1 + Γ2
y = Γ1 − Γ2

Γ1 + Γ2
,

where M1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and widths of the two mass 
eigenstates in the D0-D0 system. The most precise determina-
tion of the mixing parameters comes from the measurement of 
the time-dependent decay rate of the wrong-sign process D0 →
K +π− . These analyses are sensitive to y′ ≡ y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ

and x′ ≡ x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ [4], where δKπ is the strong phase 
difference between the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) ampli-
tude for D0 → K −π+ and the corresponding Cabibbo-favored (CF) 
amplitude for D0 → K −π+ . In particular,

⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩ = −re−iδKπ , (1)

where

r =
!!!!
⟨K −π+|D0⟩
⟨K −π+|D0⟩

!!!!.

Knowledge of δKπ is important for extracting x and y from x′

and y′ . In addition, a more accurate δKπ contributes to preci-
sion determinations of the CKM unitarity angle φ3

6 via the ADS 
method [5].

Using quantum-correlated techniques, δKπ can be accessed in 
the mass-threshold production process e+e− → D0 D0 [6]. In this 
process, D0 and D0 are in a C-odd quantum-coherent state where 
the two mesons necessarily have opposite CP eigenvalues [3]. Thus, 
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threshold production provides a unique way to identify the CP of 
one neutral D by probing the decay of the partner D . Because CPV
in D decays is very small compared with the mixing parameters, 
we will assume no CPV in our analysis. In this paper, we often 
refer to K −π+ only for simplicity, but charge-conjugate modes are 
always implied when appropriate.

We denote the asymmetry of CP-tagged D decay rates to K −π+

as

ACP
Kπ ≡ BD S−→K −π+ − BD S+→K −π+

BD S−→K −π+ + BD S+→K −π+
, (2)

where S+ (S−) denotes the CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstate. To low-
est order in the mixing parameters, we have the relation [7,8]

2r cos δKπ + y = (1 + RWS) · ACP
Kπ , (3)

where RWS is the decay rate ratio of the wrong sign process 
D0 → K −π+ (including the DCS decay and D mixing followed by 
the CF decay) and the right sign process D0 → K −π+ (i.e., the 
CF decay). Here, D0 or D0 refers to the state at production. Using 
external values for the parameters r, y, and RWS, we can extract 
δKπ from ACP→Kπ .

We use the D-tagging method [9] to obtain the branching frac-
tions BD S±→K −π+ as

BD S±→K −π+ = nK −π+,S±
nS±

· εS±
εK −π+,S±

. (4)

Here, nS± and εS± are yields and detection efficiencies of sin-
gle tags (ST) of S± final states, while nK −π+,S± and εK −π+,S±
are yields and efficiencies of double tags (DT) of (S±, K −π+) 
final states, respectively. Based on an 818 pb−1 data sample 
collected with the CLEO-c detector at 

√
s = 3.77 GeV and a 

more complex analysis technique, the CLEO Collaboration obtained
cos δKπ = 0.81+0.22+0.07

−0.18−0.05 [8]. Using a global fit method including 
external inputs for mixing parameters, CLEO obtained cos δKπ =
1.15+0.19+0.00

−0.17−0.08 [8].
In this paper, we present a measurement of δKπ , using the 

quantum correlated productions of D0–D0 mesons at√
s = 3.773 GeV in e+e− collisions with an integrated luminos-

ity of 2.92 fb−1 [10] collected with the BESIII detector [11].

2. The BESIII detector

The Beijing Spectrometer (BESIII) views e+e− collisions in the 
double-ring collider BEPCII. BESIII is a general-purpose detec-
tor [11] with 93% coverage of the full solid angle. From the interac-
tion point (IP) to the outside, BESIII is equipped with a main drift 
chamber (MDC) consisting of 43 layers of drift cells, a time-of-
flight (TOF) counter with double-layer scintillator in the barrel part 
and single-layer scintillator in the end-cap part, an electromagnetic 

     BESIII 2.9 fb-1	

PLB 734, 227 (2014)	


Compare to CLEO-c:!
   cos δKπ =  0.81 +0.22

-0.18 
+0.07

–0.06   ( no external inputs )!
   cos δKπ =  1.15 +0.19

-0.17 
+0.00

–0.08   ( w/ external inputs )!

Strong Phase δKπ
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Classic “GGSZ mode”; better precision than CLEO-c!
Preliminary results presented @ APS meeting, Apr 2014!
!
KSπ+π- is the main topic:   extract  ci,  si  !
KLπ+π-  is also used:           extract  c’i, s’I !
   relate to ci, si with model corrections.  !
!

Aggressive use of tags, including partial reconstruction !
!
All results preliminary; as presented at April 2014 AP meeting!

New KSπ+π- Results	 
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Constraining 𝑐  and 𝑠  

4/08/2014 

Only 𝑐𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 from Ksπ+π- is used to calculate 𝛾.  
However adding in  D0 →KLπ+π- we can calculate 𝑐′𝑖, 𝑠′𝑖 and use how 

they relate to 𝑐𝑖, 𝑠𝑖 to further constrain our results in a Global fit. 
Dan Ambrose, University of Rochester 

BESIII Collaboration 10 

We can calculate 𝑐𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖  from double tags of 
D0 →KSπ+π- vs D0 →(KS,Lπ+π- or CP eigenstates) 

A relationship can be 
shown between 

Dalitz bin yields and 
𝑐𝑖 and 𝑠𝑖  

(in backup slides) 

New KSπ+π- Results	 

Slide from Dan Ambrose, APS 2014!
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Slide from Dan Ambrose, APS 2014!

	


Binning of D0 →Ksπ+π- Dalitz Plot  

4/08/2014 

Result of splitting the 
Dalitz phase space into 8 
equally spaced phase 
bins based on the BaBar 
2008 Model.   

Starting with the equally 
spaced bins, bins are 
adjusted to optimize the 
sensitivity to 𝛾.  A 
secondary adjustment 
smooths binned areas 
smaller than detector 
resolution. 

Similar  to  the  “optimal  
binning”  except  the  
expected background is 
taken into account before 
optimizing for 𝛾  sensitivity. 

Source: CLEO Collaboration, Physical Review 
D, vol 82., pp. 112006 - 112035 

Dan Ambrose, University of Rochester  
BESIII Collaboration 9 

New KSπ+π- Results	 
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Comparison to CLEO-c’s  Previous  Measurement 

4/08/2014 
Dan Ambrose, University of Rochester 

BESIII Collaboration 
14 

Consistent agreement 
with CLEO-c 
measurements.  

𝑠  𝑐   𝑠  

Model prediction 
BESIII 
CLEO-c 

***Only statistical 
uncertainty is listed 

Source: CLEO Collaboration, Physical Review 
D, vol 82., pp. 112006 - 112035 

BESIII 
Preliminary  

𝑐
 

𝑐  

𝑠
 

Bin Bin 

𝑐
 

𝑠  

Briere / CKM 2014	

Slide from Dan Ambrose, APS 2014!

	


New KSπ+π- Results	 

Improved errors w.r.t. CLEO-c!
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My Selected Issues

BaBar Kππ0 mixing result uses an isobar fit; gets rotated x’’, y’’  !
Can’t this be done in a model-independent way, using charm !
   threshold data if needed ???         ( “Atwood-Soni for mixing” )!
!
Efficiencies vary across D Dalitz plots!
  Charm and B factories differ; traffic in corrected variables!
  Current methods accurate ?  Need Dalitz models to do well ? !
!
Are studies of D mixing, D CPV, KS CPV effects complete? !
!
Assumptions of SM re: CPV could be more explicit!
  e.g., GGSZ assumes no weak phase between CF & DCSD ( I think! )!

!
    Maintain a lively  D ßà B  interchange & forge ahead !!
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Everything is a Special Case !

                  ( almost )

   so if you were confused, you’re probably not alone…!

     K-π+            K-π+π0          K-π+π+π-                         KSK+π!
     K+K-      π+π-             K+K-π+π-                       KSπ+π-           π+π-π0          !
!
K-π+ only δ ;    K-π+π0, K-π+π+π- have both R & δ!
Multi-body Self-conjugate modes: !
   If no CPV, only 2(n-1) isobar phases, not 2n-1!
   threshold data only to avoid model dependence; !
       no “essential” D0-D0bar phase  !
4-body: more complicated angular momenta than 3-body!

KS modes: CF and DCSD give K0, K0bar, not KS directly!
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without charm	 
with charm	 

Extracting CKM γ	 
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Unique access to strong phases & ability to extract!
   model-independent results with charm at threshold!
•  Started with many CLEO-c Results!
•  Still some activity with CLEO-c “legacy data”    [ ≥1 more paper? ]!
•  Now, the 3.5x larger BESIII dataset is producing results!
!
Interest of B physics users remains high!
•  LHCb is a huge addition to older B-factory data!
•  But e+e- will return soon with BelleII!
•  Important to keep active interaction between B & D!
!
Future prospects are bright!
•  More precision, new modes, new variables !!
•  Need to maintain threshold analysis manpower!

Conclusions
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